Abstract-This paper presents a new blind equalization algorithm called multimodulus algorithm (MMA). This algorithm combines the benefits of the well-known reduced constellation algorithm (RCA) and constant modulus algorithm (CMA). In addition, MMA provides more flexibility than RCA and CMA, and is better suited to take advantage of the symbol statistics of certain types of signal constellations, such as nonsquare constellations, very dense constellations, and some wrong solutions.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE CONCEPT of blind equalization has been known since the publication of Sato's original work on this subject, in 1975 [1] . Sato's algorithm was subsequently generalized, and other types of blind equalization algorithms were proposed and analyzed [2] - [11] . In spite of all these early contributions of significance, until recently, blind equalization had only found limited applications. The renewed interest in this topic has been triggered by applications such as asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) local area network (LAN) and broadband access on copper in fiber-to-the-curb (FTTC) and very high-rate digital subscriber line (VDSL) networks, for which blind equalization provides major benefits [12] - [14] .
We now briefly discuss one of these applications. The point-to-multipoint arrangement shown in Fig. 1 is used in FTTC networks, which provide broadband access to the home using standard unshielded twisted pair (UTP) telephone wiring in the network and coaxial cable, or UTP wiring in the home. Details on the characteristics of the communication link between the optical network unit (ONU) in the cable plant and the various set-top boxes and personal computers (PCs) in the home are given in [14] and will not be repeated here. The downstream channel, from the ONU to the home, uses a 51.84 Mb/s 16-carrierless amplitude and phase modulation (CAP) signal, which is broadcast to the various termination points inside the home. The upstream channel, from the home to the ONU, uses a 1.62 Mb/s quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) burst modem. Our interest here is in downstream transmission. A simplified diagram showing the signal flow in the downstream direction is shown on the bottom right in the figure. Assume now, for example, that the two set-top boxes are operational and that the PC is suddenly turned on. The 16-CAP receiver in the PC needs to be trained before it can deliver valid data. Conceptually, this can be done in a variety of ways.
1) The transmitter in the ONU could interrupt its transmission of data to the set-top boxes for some time interval and transmit instead a known training sequence for the receiver in the PC. Such an interruption of data transmission to the set-top boxes is obviously not desirable.
2) The transmitter in the ONU could send a periodic training sequence, as is done in some broadcast applications, such as high definition television (HDTV). However, the overhead incurred with such an approach cannot be justified for the FTTC application considered here because of the small number of termination points in the home.
3) The best solution is to blindly train the receiver that is being turned on. That is, the receiver is trained without the help of a known training sequence and uses instead the (unknown) sequence of data that is being sent to the other termination points in the home. The most complex and time-consuming task during blind startup of a receiver is the convergence of the equalizer, which is done with a blind tap updating algorithm. The two best known blind equalization algorithms for two-dimensional modulation schemes, such as quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) and CAP, are the reduced constellation algorithm (RCA) and the constant modulus algorithm (CMA). RCA is very simple to implement, but does not provide reliable initial convergence. CMA provides reliable convergence, but increases the complexity of implementation of the receiver in steady-state operation because of the need to add a rotator at the output of the equalizer.
The multimodulus algorithm (MMA) presented here combines the benefits of RCA and CMA. It provides reliable initial convergence and does not need the addition of a rotator in steady-state operation. The latter property seems to have been discovered independently in [15] and [16] , [17] . In addition, MMA provides much more flexibility than RCA and CMA and is better suited to take advantage of the symbol statistics of certain types of signal constellations, such as nonsquare and very dense constellations [16] - [18] . RCA and CMA are not very effective in handling these types of signal constellations. MMA also suitable for CAP-QAM dual mode reception [19] .
The rest of the material is organized as follows. A brief review of CAP transceivers and equalizer structures is provided in the next section. Various commonly used cost functions 0733 and tap updating algorithms are discussed in Section III. In Section IV, we introduce the basic MMA algorithm for square signal constellations, and show how it can be modified to accommodate nonsquare constellations. Section V presents a generalized MMA (GMMA) algorithm, which is well suited to very dense signal constellations. The combined CMA-MMA and dual-mode CAP-QAM receiver will be presented in Sections VI and VII separately. The issue of convergence to wrong solutions during blind startup is discussed in Section VIII. Then experimental results obtained in the laboratory with a 51.84 Mb/s 16-CAP and other DSP setup are presented in Section IX. Finally, we summarize paper in Section X.
II. CARRIERLESS AM/PM MODULATION TRANSCEIVER

A. Transceiver Structure
CAP is a bandwidth-efficient two-dimensional passband transmission scheme, which is closely related to the more familiar QAM transmission scheme. The block diagram of a digital CAP transmitter is shown on the top of Fig. 2 . The bit stream to be transmitted is first passed through a scrambler (not shown in the figure). The scrambled bits are then fed to an encoder, which maps blocks of bits into one of different complex symbols . A CAP line code that uses different complex symbols is called a -CAP line code. The two-dimensional display of the discrete values assumed by the symbols and is called a signal constellation. Examples of 16-CAP and 32-CAP signal constellations are shown in Fig. 3 . After the encoder, the symbols and are fed to digital shaping filters. The outputs of the filter are subtracted and the result is passed through a digital-to-analog (D/A) converter, which is followed by an interpolating low-pass filter (LPF). The digital shaping filters and the D/A operate at a sampling rate where is a suitably chosen integer and is the symbol rate. The signal at the output of the CAP transmitter in Fig. 2 can be written as (2.1) where is the symbol period, and are discrete multilevel symbols, which are sent in symbol period , and and are the impulse responses of in-phase and quadrature passband shaping filters, respectively, and form a Hilbert pair. Details on the design of the shaping filters can be found in [17] .
The structure of a digital CAP receiver is shown on the bottom of Fig. 2 . It consists of an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter followed by an adaptive equalizer. Examples of adaptive equalizer structures are given in the next section. The A/D operates at a sampling rate , which is typically the same as the sampling rate used for the D/A at the transmitter. The two outputs of the adaptive equalizers are sampled at the symbol rate and, in steady-state operation, the results are fed to a decision device followed by a decoder, which maps the symbols into bits. Let be the impulse response of the channel and let be some noise added to the CAP signal in the channel. The signal at the input of the CAP receiver can then be written as (2.2) where denotes convolution, and and . It should be pointed out that and still form a Hilbert pair. Thus, the distortion introduced by the channel does not affect the generic form of the expression for a CAP signal that is given in (2.1).
B. Adaptive Equalizer Structures
A great variety of adaptive equalizer structures can be used for CAP signals. For example, all the types of equalizers that are used for QAM can be used for CAP as well. The difference between CAP and QAM is the way to implement. QAM requires a modulator/demodulator which is explicitly used in CAP within the passband shaping filters. CAP does not require the phase-recovery circuit that is usually used at the output of the equalizer in a QAM receiver. In this paper, we will only consider linear adaptive equalizers. Blind convergence of decision-feedback equalizers will be discussed in a forthcoming paper.
A fractionally spaced linear equalizer (FSLE) that is particularly well suited to the applications considered here is the phase-splitting equalizer shown in Fig. 4 [20] . It consists of a parallel arrangement of two adaptive digital filters, which take their inputs directly from the A/D at the sampling rate and are implemented as finite-impulse-response (FIR) filters. In the steady-state mode of operation, the two outputs of the filters are sampled at the symbol rate , and are then fed to a decision device (slicer). Normally, is held. We now make the following definitions with respect to Fig. 4 We can rewrite (2.6) in the more compact complex form (2.8)
III. COST FUNCTIONS AND TAP UPDATING ALGORITHMS
In most practical applications, the tap coefficients of an adaptive equalizer are adjusted by using a stochastic gradient algorithm, i.e., the complex tap vector is updated according to
where is a small number called step size and is the gradient of some cost function ( ) with respect to the tap vector . The subscript refers to the th tap updating iteration. For a convex cost function, the tap updating algorithm has converged when the gradient is zero, that is
Two main types of cost functions are used in practice. In one case, they are functions of the symbols used in the signal constellation, and in the other case they are functions of statistics of the symbols . These two cases are discussed in the next two sections. In the last section, we show how some of these algorithms can be used in a blind startup.
A. Tap Updating Algorithms Based on Symbol Values
Many modems use a known training sequence during initial startup, so that the receiver knows a priori what sequence of complex symbols is sent by the transmitter. The adaptive equalizer can then be converged with a so-called ideal reference. In this case, the cost function that is usually used is the mean squared error (MSE) defined as (3.3) where is the complex output of the equalizers and denotes expectation. The tap updating algorithm in (3.1) then becomes the least-mean-square (LMS) algorithm. Practical implementations usually use the unaveraged gradient, so that the LMS algorithm for the two equalizers in Fig. 4 can be written as (3.4) where , and is the complex error in symbol period , as shown in Fig. 5 . Let be the complex noise sample at the output of the equalizer after convergence, so that and . Thus, after convergence of the equalizer, the MSE in (3.3) is simply equal to the variance of the noise . Note that the above equalizer convergence is applied for a linear channel with required whiteness of source data. In addition, due to the limitation of some factors such as FIR filter length and adaptation parameters, the convergence of an adaptive equalizer always exists certain amount of excess mean square error and some misadjustment.
In the steady-state mode of operation, the slicers in Fig. 4 make the right decisions most of the time by selecting the symbol which is the closest in Euclidean distance to the received sample . In this case, the known symbols can be replaced with the estimated (or sliced) symbols . The cost function that is then minimized is given by (3.5) and the tap updating algorithms are the same as in (3.4) except that replaces , as shown in Fig. 5 . When these algorithms are used, the equalizer is said to be adapted in the decision-directed mode [21] . With this algorithm, the MSE reduces again to the variance of the noise at the output of the equalizer in the steady-state mode of operation.
The MSE in (3.3) and (3.5) uses second-order statistics of the equalizer's output samples. It can be shown that the use of second-order statistics only is generally not sufficient for the blind deconvolution of nonminimum-phase channels [22] , [23] .
For this reason, most blind equalization algorithms have cost functions which use cyclostationary second or higher order statistics (HOS) of the signals. However, the second-order cyclostationarity is extensively used in blind equalization just because of the convergence problems and larger variance associated with HOS.
B. Tap Updating Algorithms Based on Symbol Statistics
During initial convergence of an adaptive equalizer, it usually is not possible to use a decision-directed tap updating algorithm, because the slicers make too many errors. If no training sequence is available, then the equalizer has to be converged under so-called "blind" conditions. In this case, the cost function that is minimized does not depend on known or estimated symbols and , but on known statistics of the symbols . The simplest blind tap updating algorithm is the so-called reduced constellation algorithm (RCA). The cost function minimized by RCA is the MSE with respect to a reduced number of symbol values, which usually are not a subset of the symbol values used in the signal constellation. When four symbol values are used, the cost function for RCA can be written as Another well-known blind equalization algorithm is the constant modulus algorithm (CMA), which minimizes the dispersion of the equalizer's output samples around a circle, as shown in Fig. 6(b) . The cost function for CMA is given by (3.8) Notice that this cost function uses fourth-order statistics of the signals. The corresponding tap updating algorithm for the two equalizers in Fig. 4 is given by (3.9) Expressions relating the constant to the statistics of the symbols are given in Appendix A. It is shown in [24] that the CMA cost functions in (3.8) is minimized when the channel is perfectly equalized (and noiseless) and the kurtosis of the complex symbols is negative, that is and (3.10)
The condition on the right is satisfied for all signal constellations of practical interest. It should be pointed out that, even in the absence of noise, the minimum of the cost function is generally not equal to zero, except for 4-CAP. Closed-form expressions for the minimum values of the RCA, CMA, and MMA cost functions are derived in Appendix B. Both RCA and CMA are used in practice. However, these two blind equalization algorithms do not fully take advantage of the statistics of the set of symbols used in certain signal constellations, such as nonsquare and very dense constellations. The MMA algorithm described in the following sections is much more flexible in this regard. In addition, it is quite efficient in reducing occurrence of wrong solutions. This issue is discussed in detail in Section VIII.
C. Blind Startup
We now briefly discuss how the various tap updating algorithms can be incorporated in a typical blind startup of a receiver. Illustration of the procedure will be given in Section IX when we discuss experimental results. A typical blind startup of a receiver consists of the following three main sequential steps.
1) Adjust the automatic gain control (AGC) and acquire timing (synchronize the receiver's clock to the clock of the far-end transmitter). 2) Adapt the tap coefficients of the equalizer with a blind equalization algorithm until the "eye" of the signal constellation is open. 3) Switch to a decision-directed tap updating algorithm when the eye is open. The eye of the signal constellation is considered to be open when the slicer makes the right decisions "most of the time" or, equivalently, when the MSE measured across the slicer is small enough. A probability of symbol error of 10 is usually considered acceptable to guarantee a safe switch between the blind equalization and decision-directed tap updating algorithms. In real-time DSP prototype, when the measure of MSE or symbol error is not suitable, we observe experimentally and manually switch the equalizer from blind startup to LMS algorithm.
IV. BASIC MMA
In this section, we discuss the simplest version of the MMA and its application to small and medium-sized ( ) square and nonsquare signal constellations. The generalization of the algorithm to dense constellations and other applications are presented in the next three sections.
A. Square Constellations
We first consider square constellations. The cost function minimized by MMA is then given by
where is a positive integer. In practice, a value usually provides the best compromise between performance and complexity of implementation. This cost function is similar to the cost function for CMA in (3.8) , except that the term is missing. As a result, the MMA cost function is not a truly two-dimensional cost function. It can be considered as the sum of two one-dimensional cost functions, which minimize the dispersion of the output samples and of the equalizer around separate straight contours (or moduli), as shown in Fig. 6 (c). This should be more obvious if we rewrite (4.1) as (4.2) where is the cost function for the in-phase samples and is the cost function for the quadrature samples . It is shown in Appendix C that a condition similar to (3.10) applies to the minimum of the MMA cost function, except that the condition applies independently to the real and imaginary symbols. For the symbols we have and (4.3)
We now consider the phase-splitting equalizer in Fig. 4 . Taking the gradient of and with respect to the tap vectors and , respectively, we get Similar to the conditions required for an adaptive updating algorithm, MMA is applied for a linear channel and requires the whiteness of the source data.
B. Nonsquare Constellations
We now show how the MMA algorithm can be modified to take advantage of the statistics of the symbols used in nonsquare constellations. Fig. 7 shows a 128-point signal constellation, which is used to transmit blocks of 128 7 bits. This constellation is obtained from a square constellation with 12 12 144 points by removing the four outer points in each corner. We will assume that the symbol levels used along each dimension are taken from the set 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 and that all the 128 complex symbols are sent with the same probability 1/128. In this case, the discrete values taken by the real and imaginary symbols and do not all have the same probability of occurrence. Specifically, the largest values 9, 11 occur less often than the smaller values 1, 3, 5, and 7. Thus, the statistics of the symbols and vary along their respective dimensions.
MMA takes advantage of the variation of statistics along each dimension by using piecewise linear contours (or moduli) for nonsquare constellations, rather than the straight contours used for square constellations [see Fig. 6 (c)]. The piecewise linear contours used for the 128-point constellation are shown on the left in Fig. 7 . The dotted lines are used for the in-phase dimension and the solid lines are used for the quadrature dimension.
The in-phase and quadrature cost functions for square constellations in (4.2) are modified as follows for nonsquare constellations having two different sets of statistics along each dimension:
where is a constant that is a function of the signal constellation under consideration. Generalization to the case where there are more than two sets of statistics along each dimension is straightforward. Notice that two different constants are used in (4.12) and (4.13). We now show how these constants are computed for the 128-point constellation.
The constants are always evaluated from the expression in (4.11), which requires the computation of the second-and fourth-order moments of the symbols. We now show how to compute , for example. We can compute this moment by considering the first quadrant only. Consider the subset of 24 complex symbols in this quadrant that applies to in Fig. 7 . For these symbols 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 and 1, 3, 5, 7 so that each value of occurs with probability 4/24 1/6. Similarly, the subset has 8 symbols for which 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9, 11 so that each value of occurs with probability 2/8 1/4. Thus, the variance of the symbols becomes for (4.14)
for (4.15)
Other moments for the symbols are computed in a similar fashion, and we find that the two moduli for the 128-point constellation are given by 9.2 and 6.1. The separate constant moduli for 32-CAP and 128-CAP are listed in Table II. A single modulus could also be used, but this would increase the probability of converging to the so-called 144-point wrong solution, which will be discussed in Section VIII.
V. GENERALIZED MMA (GMMA)
The RCA and CMA blind equalization algorithms discussed previously are not very effective in providing a good eye opening when the number of different symbols in the signal constellation becomes very large. The basic MMA algorithm also has difficulties with very dense constellations, but, because of its flexibility, it can be modified to ease the eye opening of these constellations. This is achieved by dividing the complex plane of in-phase and quadrature output samples of the equal-izer into several disjoint regions, which all have their own cost functions and moduli. This modified MMA algorithm is called generalized MMA (GMMA).
A. The Problem With Dense Constellations
In this section, we provide a brief intuitive explanation of why RCA, CMA, and basic MMA have difficulties in opening the eye of very large signal constellations. From (3.7), (3.9), (4.7), and (4.8) we see that the stochastic gradient tap updating algorithms used for the phase-splitting equalizer, for example, all have the following generic form:
where depends on the type of algorithm that is being used. Assume now that we are in steady-state and that the complex tap vector has converged in the mean, so that
Thus, in steady-state the mean of the correction term in the tap updating algorithm is zero, but its variance is generally not equal to zero. This results in tap fluctuations, which contribute tap adaptation noise to the output signal of the equalizer. When a decision-directed algorithm is used in steady-state operation, the quantity in the correction term becomes the error across the slicer, which is also equal to the noise at the output of the equalizer, as was shown in Section III-A. The magnitude of this noise is comparable to the magnitude of the additive noise in the channel, and is small compared with the spacing between the points in the signal constellation. Multiplication by the small step size further decreases the variance of the correction term. As a result, the tap fluctuations due to the adaptation algorithm are very small and do not contribute significantly to the MSE at the output of the equalizer.
Assume now that we use RCA, for example. The quantity used in the correction term is then the error with respect to one of four points, as shown in Fig. 7 . It should be apparent from the figure that this error cannot become small in steadystate operation, even in the absence of noise. It should also be apparent that the variance of increases compared with the squared distance between symbols when the number of points in the signal constellation is increased. This increases the tap fluctuations and associated tap adaptation noise, and makes it increasingly difficult to open the eye. The only way to keep the tap fluctuation noise low when is increased is to decrease the step size . However, this decreases the speed of convergence of the equalizer. In addition, finite precision effects become a factor in a practical implementation if is too small. It has been found that, for the applications discussed here, RCA, CMA, and basic MMA become impractical when 64, 128, and 256, respectively. Rather than decreasing the step size when is increased, one can, instead, try to keep the variance of the correction term small by keeping small. This is the approach that is used for GMMA. The idea is to divide the complex plane of equalizer output samples into smaller regions, which contain subsets of symbols of the main constellation. Each subset is then treated as a constellation with a reduced number of symbols, and has its own MMA cost function and modulus. With such an approach, the variance of and the corresponding tap adaptation noise remain manageable when the number of points in the main signal constellation increases.
B. Principle of GMMA
The principle of GMMA will be discussed with respect to the 256-point signal constellation shown in Fig. 8 , where, for simplicity of notation, we are showing the in-phase dimension ( ) along the vertical axis and the quadrature dimension ( ) along the horizontal axis. We will again treat the in-phase and quadrature dimensions independently, as was done for the basic MMA. The dotted lines in the figure represent boundaries for various subsets of in-phase output samples of the equalizer. In this example, there are three subsets (1), (2) , and (3), which include the symbol levels 1, 3, 5, 7 , 9, 11 , and 13, 15 , respectively. The solid lines represent the moduli, which are used for each subset, and we have 6.08, 10.25, and 14.17. Similar subsets and moduli are also defined for the quadrature samples . Multiple moduli (but not multiple sample subsets) had previously been used in [26] for a different cost function than the one proposed here.
We now describe the GMMA tap updating algorithm as it applies to the in-phase tap vector of the phase-splitting equalizer shown in Fig. 4 . The equation used for updating the tap vector is always the one given in (4.9). However, the value of the constant use in the computation is a function of the value of the in-phase sample . For example, if 8 12 in Fig. 8 , then the modulus corresponding to this subset has to be utilized, i.e., 10.25. Similarly, when belongs to another subset, then the corresponding modulus has to be used in the computation of the tap updating algorithm in (4.9).
C. Computation of the GMMA Design Parameters
The definition of the various subsets of equalizer output samples and corresponding moduli used by GMMA is not straightforward, and has to be made carefully if one wants to get the benefits provided by this algorithm. Here, to address this problem, we present an iterative algorithm, which uses an equal energy type of principle and leads to a good choice of subsets of equalizer output samples and corresponding moduli.
An ideal choice of sample subsets and moduli would guarantee that the tap fluctuation noise introduced by each subset is the same and is as low as possible. Practical designs, such as the one described below, can only approximate this ideal design. Rather than dealing directly with tap fluctuation noise, we will instead use a closely related quantity, which is the minimum of the MMA cost function. The main idea behind the iterative algorithm is to design sample subsets in such a way that this minimum is (roughly) the same for all the subsets. Assume now that we have in-phase subsets and that represents the th sample subset, which includes the subset of symbols . The cost function minimization is done with respect to each sample subset , i.e., we minimize (5.
3)
The minimum of this cost function is again obtained when or . If the minimum value of the cost function is the same for all the sample subsets, then the cost function of the dense constellation has the same minimum value.
For simplicity, we will restrict our discussion of the iterative algorithm to square constellations, but it can also be used for nonsquare constellations. We will assume that the symbols and take values 1 3 2 1 , so that the maximum number of symbol levels (in magnitude) is . The expressions for the modulus and minimum of the MMA cost function for sample subset are the same as the ones used for basic MMA, except that they are only evaluated over the subset of symbols . The three main steps of the iterative algorithm are given below.
Step 1: We first choose a targeted value for the minimum of the GMMA cost function, and we choose it in such a way that it corresponds to the minimum of a square constellation that is easily handled by basic MMA. For the 256-point constellation in Fig. 8 , we have chosen 592, which is the minimum value of the MMA cost function for a 64-point constellation, as computed from (B-3) with 4. This choice also defines the design parameters for the first sample subset and we have (5.4)
Step 2: We now outline the procedure used to find the design parameters of the second subset of samples . First, we define a square constellation using a number of symbol levels . This signal constellation is obtained from the 64-point constellation by adding new symbol values, so that the symbols in the second subset take the following values . Equation (B-9) in Appendix B gives a general expression for the minimum of the cost function of sample subset . Specializing (B-9) to the second sample subset, we get (5.5) There are two different ways to use this equation to find . One approach is to compute the cost function for various values of . The value of the cost function that is closest to the targeted 592 is obtained for 6, so that the design parameters for the second sample subset are (5.6)
The try-and-choose approach used above to determine the value of the parameter (or in general) is adequate for most practical applications, but is not very rigorous. A more systematic and mathematically pleasing approach is to replace the cost function on the left in 5.5 with its targeted value of 592 and then solve the equation for . This can be done with commercially available software packages. We find that the only solution that is in the desired range is 6.24, which has to be rounded to the closest integer, i.e., 6, for a practical implementation.
Step 3: To get the design parameters for the third subset of samples, , we again use the procedure given in Step 2, except that the subscripts 2 and 3 replace the subscripts 1 and 2 in (B-9), respectively. We find that the design parameters for the third sample subset are
The same procedure is then iterated until the computed is larger than the number of symbol levels used by the main constellation. For 256-CAP, this number is eight and the iterative algorithm stops after three subsets of samples have been defined.
VI. CMA-MMA
Another generalized MMA is proposed in this paper, called CMA-MMA. Rather than to create new cost functions, the CMA-MMA jointly uses the two cost functions of CMA and MMA for in-phase and quadrature phase filters separately in a phase-splitting filter structure shown in Fig. 4 .
The main aspect of the algorithm of CMA-MMA introduces asymmetry into the tap updating algorithm of an equalizer, whereas other blind equalization algorithms use symmetrical algorithms for the two-filter equalizer. Referring to Fig. 4 , the cost functions of CMA-MMA are proposed as (6.1)
The gradients of the cost functions derived from (6.1) and (6.2) as follows: CMA-MMA algorithm jointly uses the CMA and MMA cost functions. Now we compare CMA-MMA and CMA. CMA is a truly two-dimensional (2-D) algorithm and CMA-MMA is a pseudo (2-D) algorithm. Due to the two-dimensional feature, both algorithms do not converge to diagonal solutions, which will be discussed in Section VIII. However, CMA-MMA rotates a constellation in a right position, but CMA remains the phase offset of the constellation. This means that CMA requires a rotator at blind startup and remains in steady-state, which results in an increase of complexity.
The reason why CMA cannot rotate the constellation is discussed in [17] . Now, we show why CMA-MMA can rotate the constellations. Assume a rotated constellation by some angle , so that . The in-phase cost function is then given as (6.7)
We want to show that this cost function takes its minimum value for (6.8) This is equivalent to the following in (6.7): (6.9) and (6.10) It is clear that the condition in (6.10) is true for any . We now simplify the conditions in (6.9). Equation (6.9) can be written (6.11) Fig. 9 . Dual-mode CAP-QAM receiver.
So that (6.7) becomes (6.12)
The quantity emphasized above is the negative of the so-called kurtosis. It can be shown that the kurtosis is always negative for typical signal constellation, so that this quantity is always positive, so that (6.8) is satisfied for any . CMA-MMA takes advantages of the strength of both CMA and MMA. CMA cannot rotate a constellation and MMA may converge to some wrong solutions. Without an additional cost, the new algorithm achieves more reliable convergence during initial startup.
VII. DUAL MODE CAP-QAM RECEIVER
Recently, in some broadband excess standards require that the transmitter can use either CAP or QAM line codes [28] . The receiver, on the other hand, must accommodate both line codes, blindly startup, then blindly deciding which line code was sent, and finally decoding the sent symbols. In a straight forward way, we can use a parallel receiver, separately using CAP or QAM that may increase complexity. Another way to implement it is to start in CAP mode and switch to QAM mode if CAP mode does not produce satisfactory results. Now, we propose a dual-mode CAP-QAM receiver capable of demodulating both CAP and QAM-modulated data by using a single equalizer. In particular, this receiver applies to xDSL-type channels where no frequency offset is introduced.
The detailed CAP and QAM transmitter can be found in [19] . The receiver structure of the dual-mode CAP-QAM is illustrated in Fig. 9 . Now we propose a dual-mode CAP-QAM receiver for MMA. The MMA cost function for a CAP receiver is given as (7.1) If (7.1) is applied to the QAM signal in Fig. 3 , the cost function needs to be adjusted as (7.2) We see from (7. 2) that the constant needs to be computed for QAM receiver. Note that the computation of for the cost function in (7.1) with a CAP receiver can be found in Section IV and Appendix A. Now we derive the constant for QAM. The partial derivative of (7.2) for the in-phase dimension is given by (7.3) where is the carrier frequency and is the symbol period. With perfect equalization, or , (7.3) becomes (7.4) Setting (7.4) to zero, we obtain (7.5) With the assumptions of , and , seeing in [17] , (7.5) can be simplified in the steps shown in (7.6) at the bottom of the page.
From (7.6), we see that for a QAM receiver, the constant is not only a function of the transmitted symbols, but also of the angle . Then the constant can be numerically computed from (7.6). It can also be expressed as a function of the symbol level number . The expression of for a standard MMA for CAP constellation can be found in Appendix A. We can rewrite (7.6) in as shown in (7.7) at the bottom of the page. Defining , (7.7) can be rewritten as (7.8) From (7.8), we see that is a function of and with , this leads (7.8) become , which is the same as for MMA with a CAP receiver, see Appendix A.
The constant can be computed from either (7.6) Above shows a basic dual-mode CAP-QAM blind equalizer. More developed algorithms of this type equalizer can be found in [19] . RCA and CMA can be also applied for CAP-QAM reception. However, for some applications, MMA achieves better performance.
VIII. CONVERGENCE TO WRONG SOLUTIONS AND INCOMPLETE SOLUTIONS
One of the major problems with blind equalization is the possibility to converge the equalizer to so-called "wrong solutions." These wrong solutions should be distinguished from the local minima discussed in [26] . When the equalizer converges to a local minimum, the cost function of the blind equalization algorithm is not minimized. Wrong solutions, on the other hand, can, potentially, minimize the cost function, as will be shown later.
The probability of converging to a wrong solution during blind startup is a function of the type of blind equalization algorithm and equalizer structure being used. The characteristics of the channel can also be a major factor. Fig. 10 shows some (7.6) (7.7) wrong solutions, which were obtained in the laboratory with a phase-splitting equalizer when it was converged with RCA.
In Fig. 10 , the two solutions on the top were obtained with a 16-CAP transceiver using the 16-point constellation shown in Fig. 3(a) and the two solutions on the bottom were obtained with a 32-CAP transceiver using the 32-point constellation shown in Fig. 3(b) . The diagonal solution for 16-CAP that is shown on the top left is the most frequently observed wrong solution when RCA is used to blindly converge a phase-splitting equalizer. This solution occurs when the in-phase and quadrature filters of the equalizer synthesize the same transfer function. It should be pointed out that convergence to the diagonal solution is not possible with a cross-coupled equalizer. The two wrong solutions shown on the right produce signal constellations which are rotated by 45 with respect to the original constellation. This type of wrong solution can also be observed with the cross-coupled equalizer. Finally, the wrong solutions shown in Fig. 10 can also be obtained with MMA, but much less frequently than with RCA.
CMA cannot converge a phase-splitting equalizer to the diagonal solutions shown on the left in Fig. 10 . However, it systematically produces rotated solutions, as shown in Fig. 11 . This type of incomplete solution can be obtained with both phase-splitting and cross-coupled equalizers, or any other type of equalizer that uses CMA during blind startup. The use of differential coding can only correct 90 phase ambiguity wrong solutions, but it cannot converge an equalizer with arbitrary phase offset introduced in the channel.
CMA produces these rotated solutions because it cannot compensate for a fixed phase offset introduced by the channel. Consider the CMA cost function in (3.8) and assume that the equalizer's complex output samples are rotated by an angle . The cost function can then be written as (8.1) Thus, the value of the CMA cost function is not affected by a rotation of the equalizer's complex output samples . As a result, CMA cannot compensate for such a rotation. A rotation , then all its rotated versions also minimize the cost function and . RCA and MMA cannot produce rotated solutions with an arbitrary angle . However, they can, occasionally, produce the 45 rotation shown in Fig. 10 . We conclude with one last type of wrong solution, which is the so-called offset solution. This wrong solution is peculiar to the phase-splitting equalizer and can be observed with RCA, CMA, and MMA. It occurs when the in-phase and quadrature filters synthesize tap vectors which are offset in time by an integer number of symbol periods. Fig. 12 shows the effect of such a solution on a 128-point signal constellation. In this example, the transmitter uses the nonsquare 128-point signal constellation shown in Fig. 7 . The signal constellation obtained at the output of the equalizer is shown in Fig. 12 . This constellation is square and has 144 points instead of 128 points. To understand how this can happen, assume, for example, that the following successive real and imaginary symbols have been transmitted: and . If the equalizer had converged to the right solution, the complex outputs of the equalizer would be and (8.2) which correspond to valid points in the 128-point constellation. Assume now that the quadrature filter of the phase-splitting equalizer introduces a propagation delay that is one symbol period larger than the delay introduced by the in-phase filter.
The complex output of the equalizer in symbol period will then be (8.3) This is a corner point of the 144-point constellation and is not a valid symbol of the 128-point constellation. Offset solutions are easily detected with nonsquare constellations by simply looking at the signal constellation at the output of the equalizer. However, such a detection scheme is not possible when the signal constellation used at the transmitter is square.
Coping With Wrong Solutions: There are many techniques that can be used to handle wrong solutions during initial startup. One possibility is to monitor the bit stream at a higher layer and send a signal to the receiver if no valid data (such as ATM cells) are detected after a certain amount of time. The receiver can then initiate another blind startup of the equalizer with a new set of initial tap coefficients, for example. This process is repeated until proper convergence is achieved. This approach has been found useful in the applications discussed in [12] and [13] , which have to deal with mild channel characteristics. The technique is somewhat less effective when the channel introduces very severe linear distortion.
The rotated solutions obtained with CMA can be handled by using a rotator at the output of the equalizer. This rotator can be implemented as a carrier recovery loop of the type used for voiceband modems, for example [4] , [19] , and [27] . However, with such an approach, the rotator must be used all the time and must operate at the symbol rate in steady-state operation. This adds unnecessary complexity to the steady-state operation of the receiver when the rotator is not required for other purposes, such as tracking of frequency offset and carrier fluctuations introduced by the channel. The applications considered here do not have to deal with this kind of channel impairment.
One way to handle wrong solutions is to modify the basic cost functions given in previous sections, and incorporate some constraints which do not allow the occurrence of wrong solutions. We provide one example here, which has been found to be effective in preventing the convergence of the phase-splitting equalizer to various wrong solutions, such as the diagonal solution. The constraint that is used is based on the fact that the impulse responses of the in-phase and quadrature filters of a phase-splitting equalizer form a Hilbert pair after convergence to the right solution. It is well known that functions that form a Hilbert pair are orthogonal and have the same energy. For a passband structure, this leads to the following conditions on the tap vectors and :
and (8.4)
We now make the following definitions: and (8.5)
These quantities can be used to modify either the RCA, CMA, or MMA cost functions. For example, the MMA cost function in (4.1) is modified in the following way (with ): (8.6) and the tap updating algorithms in (4.9) and (4.10) become (8.7)
where , , and are different step sizes, which are best determined empirically. Another way to handle wrong solutions is to use the CMA-MMA algorithm which is proposed in Section VI. Instead of modifying the cost functions, we simply use CMA for one channel and MMA for the other. This combined algorithm takes advantages of both CMA and MMA, where the former does not converge to diagonal solutions and the latter rotates the constellation to the right positions.
IX. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experimental results presented in this paper were obtained in the laboratory with the setup pictured in Fig. 13 . The transceiver prototype used in the experiments was initially developed to implement the 51.84 Mb/s 16-CAP transceivers used in the ATM LAN, and FTTC applications described in [12] and [14] . It has since been enhanced to accommodate other applications, such as the various CAP transceivers considered for VDSL and the 64-CAP transceiver specified for ATM LAN at 155.52 Mb/s [13] . The performance of the CAP transceivers has been evaluated in the laboratory with a variety of communication links using actual cables and connecting hardware. An example of such a cabling arrangement is the FTTC broadband access network shown in Fig. 1 .
The CAP receiver implemented in the prototype uses the phase-splitting equalizer shown in Fig. 4 . This equalizer provides the best trade-off between complexity and performance in steady-state operation for the type of applications considered here. However, it is more prone to convergence to wrong solutions than some other equalizers, as was discussed in the previous section. The equalizer consists of three main hardware components, a FIFO that collects blocks of A/D samples, fast FIR filters that compute the equalizer outputs at the symbol rate , and a programmable digital signal processor (DSP) chip that can implement any of the tap updating algorithms discussed here. The tap updating algorithms are iterated in the DSP at a rate lower than . New tap coefficients are down- loaded from the DSP to the fast FIR filters when computation of the tap updating algorithm is completed. We now describe some experimental results obtained with the 51.84 Mb/s 16-CAP transceiver described in [14] . The upper trace in Fig. 14 shows the spectrum of the 16-CAP signal at the output of the transmitter. The lower trace shows the spectrum of the signal at the output of a VDSL communication link consisting of a 700 UTP loop with a 14 bridged tap. The deep notch in the spectrum is due to the bridged tap. RCA cannot blindly converge the equalizer in a reliable fashion with this type of channel impairment. Both CMA and MMA are much more effective in opening the eye. However, as was mentioned previously, CMA requires a rotator operating at the symbol rate at the output of the fast FIR filters in Fig. 13 . Such a rotator has not been implemented in the prototype.
For the equalizer with DSP setup shown in Fig. 13 , we use 48 taps and initialize filter taps with the shaping filters of the transmitter. Fig. 15 shows the various steps of a blind startup obtained with MMA over a VDSL channel. The picture on the top left shows the signal constellation at the output of the equalizer before any tap adaptation has started, but after the AGC has settled. The signal constellation obtained after a couple of thousand tap updating iterations with MMA is shown on the top right. In real-time DSP setup, we just manually control the switch with observation. The picture on the bottom left shows the eye opening after about ten seconds. Note that due to the limitation of the DSP implementation, we can only record laboratory results within a few second duration. This eye opening is good enough to allow the receiver to switch from MMA to the LMS algorithm, which is done at this point. The LMS algorithm quickly tightens the dots and produces the steady-state signal constellation shown on the bottom right in the figure.
We tested MMA with different lengths of equalizer. A minimum number of taps is required for a blind equalizer to obtain eye opening depending the applications. The equalizer used for 16-CAP may not long enough for 256-CAP. Initially, a blind equalizer can converge faster with fewer taps, but with higher error rate. After initial equalization, taps can be added to improve error performance. Using longer equalizer during blind startup will generate meaningless values for the extreme end taps. Fig. 16 shows the convergence for 32-point nonsquare constellation. Using piecewise multiple moduli in separate data spaces, MMA achieves better performance in terms of avoiding converging to wrong mapping solutions. The picture on the left shows the 32-point convergence when two moduli are used in MMA, and the picture on the right shows 36-point solution for 32-CAP. Fig. 17 shows that the simulation results of comparing MMA and GMMA with the dense constellation of 256-CAP. As discussed in Section V, the use of multiple moduli gives better eye opening. Table I shows minimum values of the cost functions for 256 CAP when the separate data spaces are used. We see that the use of two moduli does not significantly reduce minimum cost functions. We use three moduli in this application. The computation of the three moduli can be found in Section V-C and illustrated in Fig. 8 . Note that the subspace is divided after the AGC converges, i.e., with normalized gain. The picture on the left side shows the convergence with MMA and the picture on the right side shows that with GMMA. As shown in Fig. 17 , GMMA exhibits better eye opening than MMA. By dividing complex plane into smaller regions, GMMA may increase the rate of wrong decisions if the decision which region to use is not correct. It is true that the equalizer will not converge if the probability of wrong decision is high. As discussed in Section III, the eye of the signal constellations is considered to be open when the slicer makes right decisions "most of time," or when the MSE measured across the slicer is small enough. If subspaces are properly divided, the reduction of the minimum cost function helps equalizer decrease MSE. Simulation results show that with properly chosen parameters, GMMA can achieve better eye opening than MMA, particularly for some noisy channels.
The various steps of blind startup with CMMA-MMA are illustrated in Fig. 18 . CMA-MMA first converges to a constellation with a phase-offset, and then rotates to the right position. In this case, the convergence rate to a diagonal solution is tremendously reduced. In the laboratory experimental work, we tested CMA-MMA with various channel lengths of 20 ft, 150 ft, 300 ft, and 700 ft which introduce different phase-offset to the channel. A few hundreds of tests with those channels show no convergence to diagonal solutions. At this point, CMA-MMA algorithm is more reliable than RCA and MMA.
Experimental results for CAP-QAM are not covered in this paper. Interested readers can find detailed information in [19] .
X. SUMMARY
In this paper, the multimodulus blind equalization algorithm and its generalized algorithms are presented. MMA combines the benefits of RCA and CMA algorithms that are used extensively in practical applications. MMA provides more flexibility than RCA and CMA. Along with GMMA and CMA-MMA, MMA exhibits the capability to handle nonsquare constellation, dense constellation and certain wrong solutions. MMA is also suitable in dual-mode CAP-QAM receiver.
Computer simulations and laboratory experimental results are provided. The results support the theoretical analysis for MMA. MMA shows reduced rate of convergence to wrong mapping solutions. In addition, for 256-CAP, GMMA exhibits good eye opening due to the reduction of minimum value of the cost function. Without additional cost, CMA-MMA can be reliably used to avoid convergence to diagonal solutions.
In the appendices, we calculate the constant modulus . The results provide a useful tool to analyze the cost function and performance.
APPENDIX A COMPUTATION OF THE CONSTANTS
This appendix presents the derivation of closed-form expressions for the various constants used in the RCA, CMA, and MMA algorithms. As will be shown, these expressions can be conveniently expressed as a function of the number of symbol levels (in magnitude) used along each dimension of the signal constellation.
The general approach used to compute the constant will be explained for the MMA algorithm. The MMA cost function is given by Assuming the same statistics for and , we have . In the following, only the analysis for the in-phase channel will be provided. The same analysis applies to the quadrature phase channel. For the in-phase dimension, the gradient of the cost function with respect to the real tap vector was previously given in (4.4) as
The constant can now be evaluated by assuming perfect equalization, i.e., , and by setting the gradient to zero [2] - [4] . Also, if we assume that symbols in different symbol periods are uncorrelated, we get , where is a fixed vector whose entries are a function of the channel. We then get Using the same method, we obtain the following expression for the constant used for CMA:
and for RCA, we get (A-7)
Square Constellations: The expressions derived previously for the constants are functions of the moments of the symbols and . These moments can be computed on an individual basis, although this can be tedious. For the usual case where the symbols have odd integer values it is possible to derive simple closed-form expressions for the constants as a function of the number of symbol levels. We will assume that the symbols take the following values , where indicates the number of symbol levels (in magnitude). The following summations can be found in [29] , for example:
These summations do not apply directly to sums of powers of odd integer, but can be used to derive closed-form expressions for these types of summations. For example, we can write For square constellations, the probability of occurrence of each symbol level is the same, i.e., , so that the moments of the symbol levels become (A-17) For nonsquare constellations, MMA uses several moduli along each dimension. The various constants are then computed by evaluating the summations in (A-14) and (A-16) for various symbol subsets rather than the whole set of symbols. An example of the procedure is given in Section IV-B.
The values of the constants for the RCA, MMA, and CMA are listed in Table II for square and nonsquare CAP applications.
APPENDIX B MINIMUM VALUES OF THE COST FUNCTIONS
In this appendix, we derive closed-form expressions for the minimum values of the various cost functions. We will only consider square constellations. For the in-phase cost function of MMA, for example, we have With the assumption that different symbols are uncorrelated we obtain (C-4)
With a perfectly equalized channel and no ISI at the input of the slicer, the channel vector has only one nonzero entry equal to one and can be written as (C-5)
In order to show that minimization of the cost function results in zero ISI, we can show that (C-6) and that the minimum is achieved when the channel vector satisfies (C-5). We now provide two such proofs, one for a constrained problem and one for a nonconstrained problem. A result which will be useful in the following analysis is:
Equality in (C-7) holds if and only if one the terms is nonzero and all the other terms are zero. Constrained Problem: In this scenario, we assume that the channel vector can be written as (C-8) That is, one of the entries of the vector is constrained to remain equal to one, and the other entries can take any value. This assumption is a good approximation of what is done in practice when the gain of AGC and the initial values of the equalizer are properly chosen. It is easily verified that, with the constraint in (C-8), the following holds:
(C-9) and the equal sign holds if and only if the channel vector satisfies the ISI free condition in (C-5).
The condition in (C-6) can be written as (C-10) (C-11)
Replacing by its value and using (C-4) in (C-11), we can further simplify the equation to (C-12) From the inequality in (C-9), we then have (C-13) and equality can only hold if and only if the channel vector satisfies the ISI free condition in (C-5).
Unconstrained Problem: We now remove the constraint in (C-8) of keeping one entry of the channel vector equal to one. Using results given in [24] , it is possible to show that . From (C-7), this implies that only one can be nonzero and implies that the nonzero term has to be one, so that the channel vector has to have the ISI free form given in (C-5).
To show that the kurtosis of the symbols used in typical signal constellation is always negative we can use the results obtained This completes the proof that minimization of the MMA cost function leads to ISI free output samples of the equalizer [17] .
